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Abstract: Web Usage Mining is the most active research area for ranking of web pages. Due to abundance of information on web Web Usage Mining is used to extract the behavior of users and to improve the ranking of web pages. Various page rank algorithms have been developed which use Web Usage Mining to calculate value of page ranks. In this paper, surveys of Page Rank algorithms with Web Structure Mining and Web Usage Mining have been performed.
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1. Introduction

Due to enormous amount of information on the web in the form of text, image, video, audio, etc., it is very difficult to find relevant information for a user. Various ranking algorithms based on web mining have been developed to rank the web pages so that relevant pages are displayed at the top.

Web Usage mining is the application of web mining techniques on log data collected from web server logs. Various Page Ranking algorithms have been developed based on web usage mining. This paper provides a survey of web usage mining based ranking algorithm.

This paper provides a survey of web usage mining comprises of various page rank algorithms with number of visit of links using server logs. Section 2 describes the web usage mining technique in detail. Section 3 describes the various algorithms like PageRank algorithm, Weighted PageRank algorithm, PageRank algorithm using visit of links (VOL), Weighted PageRank algorithm using VOL, Enhanced Weighted PageRank algorithm using VOL. Various algorithms have been compared in Section 4. Section 5 provides conclusion and future work.

2. Web Usage Mining Technique

As there are large web data repositories so it’s a tough task to get a useful information. So various techniques are applied to get useful knowledge. There are four stages of web usage mining [2]:

2.1. Data Collection

Data are collected from different sources like server side, client side and proxy servers. Server Side data collection basically collects the client requests and stored in the weblogs of server. Client Side data collection covers both the caching and session identification problems. They stored the browsing behaviour. Proxy Level collects the data from intermediate server between browsers and web servers.

2.2. Data Preprocessing

The heterogeneous and unstructured information available on the web is preprocessed by some tasks like merging and cleaning, user and session identification, etc. Data Cleaning is a process of removing irrelevant items to improve the quality of data. User Identification is done to get information about the user by using his IP address. Session Identification is a set of pages which are visited by the same user within the duration of particular visit to website. Path Completion is used when pages are missed after constructing transactions due to proxy servers so by the help of log record back button is used until the page has been reached.

2.3. Pattern Discovery

Association Rule Discovery techniques are applied to transaction databases by using Apriori algorithm to discover biggest frequent item set. Clustering technique is used to group the users who have similar browsing behaviour.

2.4. Pattern Analysis

The Pattern analysis is the last stage of web usage mining technique. Pattern Analysis is used to filter out uninteresting patterns from the set found in pattern discovery phase.

3. Page Ranking Algorithms

3.1. PageRank Algorithm

Brin and Page [9] introduced Page Rank Algorithm first time by using page link structure for the calculation of page ranks at Stanford University. Page Rank Algorithm is the heart of Google search engine. The principle of Page Rank Algorithm is that if a document has important links towards
it then the outlinks of that page are also important. The page
rank of a document is calculated as given in equation 1:

$$PR(v) = c \frac{\sum_{v \in B(v)} PR(v)}{N_v}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$N_v$ = total number of outlinks of web page p
c= factor of normalization.
Original algorithm was modified as all users don’t follow
direct links on WWW. The modified formula is given in
equation 2:

$$PR(v) = (1 - d) + d \frac{PR(v)}{N_v}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Here, 
d= dampering factor which signifies that the probability of
using direct links and its value varies between 0 and 1.

3.2. Weighted PageRank Algorithm

Wenpu Xing and Ghorbani [8] proposed Weighted Page
Rank Algorithm by extending Page Rank Algorithm. The
principle of this algorithm is that page rank of a web page is
distributed among its incoming and outgoing pages in
proportional to its popularity. The popularity of a web page
from its incoming links is calculated as given in equation 3:

$$W_{in}(v, u) = \frac{O_u}{\sum_{B(u)} O_p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where,
$I_u$= Number of inlinks of page u.
$O_p$= Number of outlinks of page p.
$R(v)$= set of web pages pointed by v.

The popularity of a web page from its outgoing links is
calculated as given in equation 4:

$$W_{out}(v, u) = \frac{B(u)}{\sum_{B(u)} B(v)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where,
$I_u$= number of visits of inlinks of page u
$O_p$= number of outlinks of page p.

The weighted page rank is calculated as given in equation 5:

$$PR(u) = (1 - d) + d \sum_{v \in B(u)} \frac{PR(v)W_{in}(v, u) W_{out}(v, u)}{TL(v)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

3.3. Page Ranking Algorithm using Visit Of Link

In basic Page Rank Algorithm the p, is divided between
inlinks and outlinks. Gyanendra Kumar[3] introduced a
new algorithm for the calculation rank of web pages. The
original PageRank algorithm gives the page rank value
among its outlinks equally but this algorithm assigns
proportion to the number of visit of links. The formula is
given in equation 6:

$$PR(u) = (1 - d) + d \sum_{v \in B(u)} \frac{PR(v)\text{IP(VOL)}}{TL(v)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Here,
$L_u$= the number of visit of links which are pointing page u
from v.
$TL(v)$ denotes total number of visit of all links.
$PR(u)$= page rank of page u
$PR(v)$= page rank of page v
d denotes the dampering factor.

B(u)= set of web pages pointing to u.

3.4. Weighted Page Rank Algorithm Using VOL

Neelam Tyagi and Simple Sharma[4] proposed a new
algorithm called Weighted PageRank algorithm using Visit
Of Links(VOL) to combine Visit Of Links with Weighted
PageRank. In this algorithm the value assign more rank to
outgoing links which are mostly visited by the users and
have higher popularity inlinks. Calculate $W_{out}(v, u)$ for each
node by applying following formula in equation 7:

$$W_{out}(v, u) = \frac{I_u}{\sum_{B(u)} I_p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where,
$I_u$= Number of inlinks of page u.
$I_p$= Number of outlinks of page p.
$R(v)$= set of web pages pointed by v.

Weighted Page Rank with VOL formula

$$WPR_{VOL}(u) = (1 - d) + d \sum_{v \in B(u)} \frac{L_u WPR_{VOL}(v)W_{in}(v, u)}{TL(v)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where,
$WPR_{VOL}(u)$= Page rank of page u
$WPR_{VOL}(v)$= Page rank of page v
d= dampering factor
$L_u$= the number of visit of links which are pointing page u
from v.
$TL(v)$= total number of visit of all links.
$B(u)$= set of web pages pointing to u.
$W_{out}(v, u)$= number of visits of inlinks of page u and the
number of inlinks of all references of page v.

3.5. Enhanced Page Rank Algorithm Using Visit of Links (VOL)

Sonal Tuteja[5] proposed enhancement in weighted page
rank algorithm using VOL. The algorithm considers that the
popularity from the number of visits of inlinks and the
popularity of the number of outlinks are used to calculate the
value of weighted page rank which is not used in weighted
page rank with VOL algorithm. The weight of inlink using
VOL is calculated by equation 9:

$$W_{in(VOL)}(v, u) = \frac{\text{IP(VOL)}}{\sum_{B(u)} \text{IP(VOL)}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Where,
$W_{in(VOL)}(v, u)$= number of visits of inlinks of page u and the
number of visits of all references of page v.
$\text{IP(VOL)}$= incoming visits of links of page u,
$\text{IP(VOL)}$= incoming visit of links of page p.
The weight of outlinks using VOL is calculated by equation
10:

$$W_{out(VOL)}(v, u) = \frac{\text{IP(VOL)}}{\sum_{B(u)} \text{IP(VOL)}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

Where,
$W_{out(VOL)}(v, u)$= weight of link(v,u) or number of visits of
outlinks of page u and number of visits of all references of
page v.
4. Comparison Between Various PageRank Algorithms

This section compares the various page ranking algorithms on the basis of web mining technique used by the algorithm, input parameters, importance and their relevancy for users. Table 1 shows the comparison of ranking algorithms PageRank algorithm and Weighted PageRank algorithm with PageRank algorithm using visit of links (VOL). Weighted PageRank algorithm using VOL, and Enhanced Weighted PageRank algorithm using VOL.

Table 1: Comparison between various Page Ranking Algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Page Rank Algorithm</th>
<th>Weighted Page Rank Algorithm</th>
<th>PageRank with VOL</th>
<th>Weighted PageRank with VOL</th>
<th>Enhanced Weighted Page Rank Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Web mining technique</td>
<td>Web structure mining</td>
<td>Web Structure Mining</td>
<td>Web structure mining, web usage mining</td>
<td>Web structure mining, web usage mining</td>
<td>Web structure mining, web usage mining</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Parameters</td>
<td>Backlinks</td>
<td>Backlinks, Forward links</td>
<td>Backlinks and VOL</td>
<td>Backlinks and VOL</td>
<td>Backlinks, forward links and VOL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>More</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relevancy</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>More</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

Search engines are using Page Ranking algorithms to improve ranking of pages so that the users wouldn’t have to spend lot of time to search relevant pages. Various discussed algorithms have their own benefits on searching. Various other factors like time spending on a link, web server logs, most recently used links, etc. can also be used to calculate the ranking of web pages.
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